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 Today i was with my mates and we bought a new PC and was wondering if i could use my ps3 game that i downloaded and
installed on my ps3 for my new PC. But now it wont even boot up, and it wont show the boot menu. I tried to fix it, but it will

not boot. is there a way for me to install it on a PC? please help. i want to be able to play COD-GLITCH-REAL-BIG-
FANY.exe on my new PC. Please help!!!! If I were you I would download and install it on a working ps3 to do this. I am sorry
but you will need to get into the console and do the updates. So you'll have to wait until you get to your pc. Click to expand...
Just download the PC ISO and install it from the HDD on your PS3. I'm not sure about compatibility of those games, but I'm
sure you could play it. Here's a screenshot of Big Fanny. I've never heard of this game before, but it's on the PSN and comes

installed on the PS3. After many hours of trying to fix my ps3, I finally found out why I couldn't boot it. I was trying to play Big
fanny with my friend. I couldn't run the game because the ps3 wouldn't start up. Then I realized that the blue light (indicating

the PS3 is on) kept flashing every second. I was sure that the hard drive wasn't working. I took the hard drive out and put it back
in, but the light still wasn't working. Luckily I had a copy of the install disk, so I did a fresh install and everything is working

fine. Thanks for the help. I'm not sure about compatibility of those games, but I'm sure you could play 82157476af
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